DDM 2017.10: Full Enhancements List
Highlighted sections have their own videos. Please click on enhancement reference number to
view in YouTube.

2017.10

DDMC-310

To be able to store information on the relation between a folder and its
contents (link-level attributes).

2017.10

DDMC-3993

DDM Import tools should be enhanced to merge the older-style Folder
Import tools.

2017.10

DDMC-4513

The DDM Data Import tool enhanced to improve speed of import and
reduce database replication entries.

2017.10

DDMC-4546

An automatic PDF generator for MS Office documents. (e.g. Action
Server to automatically create PDF copy of docs)

2017.10

DDMC-4600

To be able to return a folder to a specific group member or re-assign to
another group member, as well as the default of only being able to return
to the group or assign to self.

2017.10

DDMC-4699

Sequential order of states to apply in DDM Admin Tool

2017.10

DDMC-5043

When sending to a step in a workflow, if there are custom xml prerequisite checks then these should be performed on selecting destination
step, not after trying to send.

2017.10

DDMC-5181

Audit on automatic state change of an item, when driven by workflow to
include details of the folder and user that caused the state change.

2017.10

DDMC-5244

Option in Administration tool to switch to old style free search.

2017.10

DDMC-5287

To be able to store information on the relation between a folder and it's
contents (link-level attributes) to determine whether an item should be
auto-replaced with later issues when created.

2017.10

DDMC-5320

The ability to verify email address against restricted web login accounts
are still valid, after password timeout.

DDMC-5377

With include Drawing PDFs turned on, Drawing PDF files should only
sent for drawing records which have had EUM triggered directly on those
drawing records or drawings which appear in the “DRAWINGS” section of
the part or assembly xml file.

2017.10
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2017.10

DDMC-5485

The ability to use a single, shared numbering system shared between
multiple replicated DDM database sites.

2017.10

DDMC-5547

When creating a new item, with 'Prompt for folder' option enabled, the
prompt for destination folder should be made after prompting for an item
number (if automatic numbering enabled).

2017.10

DDMC-5548

Single Save Manager - the 'Action - New' renamed to 'Action - Save
New' and 'Action - New Issue' renamed to 'Action - Save New Issue'

2017.10

DDMC-5549

When showing Change Reason form (from Single Save or Issue
Manager), the focused field to be Change Number, Short Description or
Long Description (first empty of those fields)

2017.10

DDMC-5584

When using custom xml workflow configuration options, any automatic
workflow actions performed as the "RoutingServerUser" to bypass
permission requirements of the current user.

2017.10

DDMC-5585

Spaces allowed in the Issue numbers.

2017.10

DDMC-5586

Using workflow custom xml, an option to default / determine the
destination step owner, based on folder attribute selections.

2017.10

DDMC-5588

DDM Administration - a ‘Help – About’ page implemented, to show DDM
version and build numbers.

2017.10

DDMC-5591

DDM Administration - When importing/exporting workflow configuration or
terms and conditions, confirmation when completed successfully.

2017.10

DDMC-5635

When using custom workflow xml to define folders being created and
referenced as sub-folders, the ability to specify the divider in which to be
placed.

2017.10

DDMC-5678

The attachments in search results to have icons appropriate to their file
type and local associated application.

2017.10

DDMC-5704

Showing Reserve Manager can be very slow / take a long time to show,
when lots of folder types are available.

2017.10

DDMC-5711

Business units structure to only show populated groups by default, with a
checkbox to show all
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2017.10

DDMC-5712

Group structure to only show populated business units by default with a
checkbox to show all

2017.10

DDMC-5718

DDM Admin - the number of items / rows and number of selected items /
rows in the tables, shown on the window footer (e.g. number of users and
number of selected users in list).

2017.10

DDMC-5722

Using workflow custom xml, an option to default / determine the
destination step owner, based on folder attribute selections (specific
member of group, not just Group).

2017.10

DDMC-5736

With database replication enabled, email notifications sent after
replication has completed, to ensure all items available in local replicated
databases to the email recipients.

2017.10

DDMC-5740

When using csv import to create records with CAD files attached, to be
able to specify file type and version.

2017.10

DDMC-5746

Allow Auto numbering to be allocated from a single central server

2017.10

DDMC-5753

Folder searches take a long time to complete, compared to item
searches, especially when in a WAN environment.

2017.10

DDMC-5759

When moving mouse over a workflow preview, hovering over a step
shows the step instructions as a hint, but should not repeatedly query the
database as the mouse is moved.

2017.10

DDMC-5771

When running manual database replication, the progress window to be
resize-able / maximise-able.

2017.10

DDMC-5773

Selecting the 'Workflow' tab on a folder with a large workflow audit history
can take a long time to show the workflow.

2017.10

DDMC-5774

The emails which include folder audit trail information to be limited to the
most recent 20 entries (longer audit histories generate very large emails
and are very slow to send).

2017.10

DDMC-5791

New DDM Administration Page System -> Email

2017.10

DDMC-5836

Additional ACL for ‘CanUpIssue’ permission.
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2017.10

DDMC-5837

The ability to combine XML based checks when moving through workflow
using AND/OR combinations via an SQL_QUERY type entry.

2017.10

PI-172

The file clean up on model close from IronCAD to be restricted to only
those files in the working directory.

2017.10

PI-177

The generation of PDF during save removed and the inbuilt PDF
extracted from the drawing instead - to improve performance on drawing
save.

2017.10

PP-417

When performing Save-As from Creo to DDM on a model and including
drawings, drawings renamed to match the new model names before
prompting for new drawing properties.

2017.10

PP-425

The file clean-up on model close from Creo to be restricted to only those
files in the working directory.

2017.10

PS-376

Ability to save ‘.STL’ file from SolidWorks as a neutral file attachment.

2017.10

PS-394

The ability for SOLIDWORKS PDMIntegrator to communicate with DDM
via TCP Sockets as an alternative to DDE (for use when SW is used for
very large assembly storage and processing).

2017.10

PS-401

A client config option to override the exclusion of envelop parts in BOM.

2017.10

PSE-224

Support for Solid Edge ST10.
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